Productivity Program

Perfection made simple

brandoffer
Productivity Program

Gain in productivity
and ensure ongoing efficiency :

	R-M is launching a program
dedicated to body shops, which
are the most invested in strongly
developing their productivity.

Do you know your body shop’s level
of efficiency ?
The R-M audit aims to examine technical equipment,
key figures, as well as the services offered by the body shop;
so many vital points for clients.
R-M recommends body shop workshops,

which adhere to this set of criteria,
and which manage to achieve efficiency.

Developing your efficiency ?

More than a duty, a real necessity.

3 steps

R-M ongoing testing allows you to judge very quickly
your body shop workshop’s efficiency, to precisely define
the improvements to undertake.
Your body shop is directly linked to your main clients.
If their requirements develop, you will know immediately,
and you consequently adapt your range of services.

Audit / Develop / Promote
to ensure your increased productivity
and to integrate the network of panel beaters,
responding to every point in the market’s requirements,
and to guarantee the quality demanded by clients,
such as insurance, fleets and end clients.

This means that you commit to giving the highest level
of efficiency as possible to your clients.

Ready to take part ?

Together, we will gain ground,
for your profitability !
With your workshop services being audited, and the marketing
support from your R-M consultant, your business becomes
more visible for your clients.
Clients who can very easily, according to
the areas which interest them, build

a network of high quality body shop
workshops.
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